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power-ppt-to-video converter allows you to convert powerpoint presentation into video avi, mp4, mpeg, wmv, 3gp, mov, flv, etc. formats. you can adjust video resolution, change audio/video quality, set the frame rate, and even add transitions. the final quality is key to your publishing success. with an
advanced image optimization algorithm, you can eliminate the effects of jpeg compression and crop and resample images accordingly to keep the file size at its smallest. equipped with a wide range of output formats such as mpeg-4, wmv, avi, mov, mkv, mp4, h.265/hevc, and flv, the software can reliably

convert all kinds of ppt files (including pptx, pps, pptm, pptz, and others). you can easily distribute your powerpoint presentations to computers, tablets, and mobile devices. quicktime is not necessary. making use of intelligent adaption technology, ispring converter pro is capable of adapting to different image
formats. moreover, even after the conversion process, you are allowed to remove unwanted clips, trim videos, rotate images, crop, add special effects, and so on. for example, if you want to add subtitles to your video, simply select the subtitle file and place it in the "subtitles" folder. then you can click the

"add subtitle" button in the toolbar. once you're done editing, click the "apply" button to begin the conversion process. you'll soon have an ultra-high-quality video file. the ispring converter pro video converter comes with a user-friendly interface. it is usually used by most powerpoint users. if you do not have
powerpoint slides, you can edit an image file instead. simply insert the image and use the image cropper tool to crop the photo into a small size. then save the picture as an image file. press the "convert" button and the software will do the rest.
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in addition, video formats including avi, mov, flv, vob, mkv, and wmv are also supported. moreover, the ms office powerpoint file is also very easy to
convert into the popular video formats. you can use the on-screen guides to customize the video settings according to your preferences, such as video
resolution, frame rate, audio track, video length and more. ispring converter pro doesn't require any installation, and it's very simple to use and has a

simple interface, so it is very convenient for new users. to add or remove items, just drag-and-drop the files in the output list or click the button to send
the conversion tasks. even experienced users can also save the time by batch conversion with the built-in batch converter function. the user-friendly
interface of this software makes it very easy to use. the software is also very easy to control the video settings. you can set the source output format,

video length, video resolution, audio format, frames per second, and more without any difficulty. the conversion process can be started when the
powerpoint files have been added to the conversion list. once the conversion process is done, you can export all the output files at once, delete the
original powerpoint file, as well as delete the output files. with it installed, you can perform the conversion in just two simple steps. you only need to

choose your output format and video quality and click the convert button. the software will convert your powerpoint presentation to wmv video and create
a new video file. the built-in media player on your computer can now be used to play your video and enjoy a slide-show of your presentation. 5ec8ef588b
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